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Quiz yourself: Bitwise boolean operators in
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When evaluating expressions, which boolean operator comes �rst:
AND, OR, or XOR?

Given this Prophet class

Java SE, Quiz

   

public class Prophet {   
  static boolean bad() { 
    System.out.print("bad "); 
    return false; 
  } 
  static boolean scary() { 
    System.out.print("scary "); 
    return true; 
  }   
  static boolean funny() { 

System out print("funny ");
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What is the output? Choose one.

A. funny scary lucky bad true The answer is A.

B. bad funny scary lucky true The answer is B.

C. bad funny scary lucky false The answer is C.

D. scary lucky false The answer is D.

E. bad funny false The answer is E.

Answer. This question investigates the order of operand evaluation and the precedence of boolean

operators. Start by noticing that the sample code in this question uses regular bitwise boolean operators

—not the short-circuit logical operators. The following are the bitwise boolean operators used in this

question:

For completeness, the following are the short-circuit logical operators not used in this question:

    System.out.print( funny ); 
    return false; 
  }   
  static boolean lucky() { 
    System.out.print("lucky "); 
    return true; 
  }   
  public static void main(String[] args) { 
    var happy = bad() | funny() & scary() ^ lucky(); 
    System.out.print(happy); 
  }   
}

Copy code snippet

The AND (&) operator returns 1 if both operands are 1; otherwise & returns 0.

The OR (|) operator returns 1 if either operand is 1; otherwise | returns 0.

The XOR (^) operator returns 1 if exactly one operand is 1; otherwise ^ returns 0.

The short-circuit AND (&&) operator doesn’t bother to evaluate the right side of the AND expression if

the left side is false.

Similarly, the short-circuit OR (||) operator doesn’t bother to evaluate the right side of the OR

expression if the left side is true



It’s �ne to use the bitwise operators on boolean values; the operators simply treat boolean values as single

bits, with true treated as a one and false as a zero. Because these are not short-circuited operations, all

operands will be evaluated before the logical operations are applied.

As with other operand evaluation in Java, the operands are evaluated from left to right. Because there are

side e�ects in these evaluations—speci�cally the printing of messages—it is clear that the output bad
funny scary lucky will be printed �rst. Thus, you can see that the correct option will be either B or C.

Next, you need to determine what the output will be, and for this the precedence of the operations comes

into play. The precedence of these three operations, from highest to lowest, is

&
^
|

The expression starts out as follows:

bad() | funny() & scary() ^ lucky()

When the method calls are evaluated, it becomes the following:

false | false & true ^ true

If you add explicit parentheses to illustrate the order of execution, it will be as follows:

(false | ((false & true) ^ true))

Evaluate each subexpression in the required order and substitute the result into the expression. Put the

substituted result in bold so it’s easier to see what happened at each step.

First step: false & true evaluates to false, yielding the following substitution:

(false | (false ^ true))

Second step: false ^ true gives true, producing the following substitution:

(false | true)

Third step: false | true gives true and that is the �nal result of the expression. From this you can see

that the output will be bad funny scary lucky true and option B is correct, while options A, C, D,

and E are incorrect.

Conclusion. The correct answer is option B.
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